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Utilizing real-time position information of individual factory objects is a promising field of action in
manufacturing systems. For realizing that, different types of real-time locating systems (RTLS) are available
which differ according their inherent characteristics, performance and, thus, their feasibility for value adding
manufacturing use cases. The paper introduces an innovative RTLS which utilizes optical AI enhanced sensors
to detect and track objects. Detailed technical analyses also in comparison with established tag based ultra-
wideband (UWB) RTLS underline the general feasibility and good performance. Finally, the capability profiles
of those different RTLS technologies were brought together with the requirements of specific manufacturing
use cases in order to derive favourable application fields.
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Fig. 1. General principle of RTLS in factories.
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1. Introduction

Digitalization in manufacturing - often associated with terms like
Industry 4.0, smart manufacturing or industrial internet of things
(IIoT) - involves a diversity of digital technologies and methods that
connect production entities and generate large amounts as well as
new types of data [1]. In combination with appropriate data process-
ing and virtual models, the development of innovative applications
for design and operation of manufacturing is enabled to eventually
improve, e.g. productivity, flexibility or sustainability [2]. In this con-
text, also innovative sensors play an important role since they pro-
vide advanced insights into manufacturing processes or systems and
are getting more and more economically feasible. As one example for
that, real-time information about the position of individual and
potentially moving factory objects became an interesting field of
action in the last years [3]. Under the term Real-Time Locating/Loca-
tion Systems (RTLS, paper will use this term) or Indoor Positioning
Systems (IPS), this could include different types of factory entities
such as materials, production orders, logistic elements, machines,
tools or persons [3]. The basic principle is shown in Fig. 1: for identi-
fying and tracking objects different technologies are available (e.g.
tag based) that typically make use of infrastructure installed RTLS
hardware (e.g. communication anchors). Processed location data of
individual objects is used in digital models that enable a wide range
of use cases (overview in [3]), e.g. tracking and booking of orders,
counting of persons in emergency situations, prevention of accidents,
indoor navigation or monitoring of quality related timing/zoning (e.g.
cold chain).
Tag based approaches (e.g. using Radio-Frequency Identification/
RFID or Ultra-wideband/UWB) are the most established RTLS in
manufacturing (and beyond, e.g. in sports, healthcare) and various
applications can be found in research and industrial practice [4,5]. But
in the end, each use case is connected with specific requirements, e.g. in
terms of objectives (what shall actually be improved?), related factory
objects and stakeholders as well as boundary conditions (e.g. size and
complexity of environment). This might lead to differing favorable RTLS
technologies or implementation options, e.g. regarding tracking princi-
ple, anchor/sensor quantity and layout, communication standard and
architecture as well as type and resolution of data.

Against this background, this paper introduces an innovative optical
RTLS (ORTLS) approach and investigates the feasibility, benefits but also
challenges for manufacturing use cases. Detailed technical investiga-
tions for both established tag based (UWB) RTLS and optical RTLS are
carried out to derive differences and potentials as well as limits. This is
finally brought together with requirements of selected use cases in
order to identify possible application fields for both types of RTLS.
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Fig. 2. Optical real-time locating system (ORTLS) functional principle.
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2. Technical background and research demand

Various technological principles are used for RTLS, comprehensive
overviews can be found in [4�6]. This paper focuses on tag based
RTLS (most established in manufacturing) and optical RTLS (back-
ground of presented innovative approach).

2.1. Tag based RTLS

Tag based RTLS make use of Radio Frequencies (RF) to determine
the relative location of a tracked object (equipped with an active or
passive tag) with respect to multiple so-called ‘anchors’within a grid.
Available systems nowadays typically base on Wi-Fi, UWB, BLE (Blue-
tooth Low Energy), RFID, Global Positioning System (GPS), or a com-
bination. To provide a reliable localisation of the tags within the
environment, anchors are installed at defined locations and the tag
can ideally receive strong signals from several anchors for tracking.
Tags are available in different variants (e.g. in terms of geometry,
power supply) and can be attached to any factory object. Signal data
of tags/anchor combinations is converted into (typical 2D) position
information of objects. Available tag based RTLS differ regarding the
type of tags and anchors, communication protocols but also embed-
ded algorithms for localization (e.g. Time of Arrival/ToA) [3,6].

2.2. Optical RTLS

Also optical principles can be used for position detection of
objects [4]. Common approaches use optical sensors attached to the
moving objects to determine their position based on detecting optical
features in the environment (e.g. via SLAM algorithm). Just few
approaches can be found that base on optical sensors installed in the
environment for getting position information of objects within. Even
more, current work is/ended in early development stages and/or is
not related to manufacturing applications [7,8].

2.3. Research demand

RTLS are a growing topic in the last 10�20 years. Many publica-
tions on developing different fundamental principles can be found
but mainly focus on specific RTLS technologies (e.g. just UWB or
RFID). There are also comprehensive state of the art overviews [4,5]
but those are not taking into account boundary conditions of facto-
ries. Manufacturing related RTLS literature is mostly focusing on the
description of specific implementation use cases based on a selected
technology. Recent work from Barbieri et al. [9,10] shows a more gen-
eralizable comparison of RTLS in manufacturing settings but purely
focused on tag based (UWB) systems. Hence, there are limited contri-
butions towards systematic investigations of benefits and drawbacks
of different RTLS technologies for different use cases. Even more, tag
based RTLS are well established but there are also some inherent
characteristics (e.g. necessity of tags, robustness) that cause chal-
lenges (see Section 4) and impede broader application. Given that,
this paper introduces an innovative optical RTLS (ORTLS) approach.
While this ORTLS goes beyond established systems, one major
research question is whether it is actually usable for manufacturing
applications. But to overcome an isolated consideration of the new
technology, systematic and comparable technical analysis of both
optical RTLS (ORTLS) and established tag based RTLS (UWB) was con-
ducted. Results help to identify technical potentials but also limits of
both approaches. Based on that, recommendations regarding feasibil-
ity and favorability for different use cases can be derived.

3. Optical real-time location system

In contrast to tag based RTLS, the proposed optical real-time loca-
tion system (ORTLS) is able to classify and localise various objects (e.
g. persons, transport vehicles) on the basis of their optical properties.
The optical localisation system consists of (multiple) AI sensors that
are installed decentrally in the infrastructure. Fig. 2 shows a sche-
matic representation of the functional components and the internal
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workflow from data collection to processing of the position informa-
tion on a central server. The AI sensors follow the edge computing
paradigm and each consist of an image sensor and a computing unit.
Based on raw optical data generated by the image sensor, an object
recognition algorithm utilizing a convolutional neural network (CNN)
is used. Through a pose detection model based on a Resnet18 back-
bone, individual object classes (e.g. person) and their specific key fea-
tures are detected. Through a set of key features, a unique object
stand-up point (and also orientation) can be derived by a model of
the respective object class. The calculated stand-up points in the
image plane of the AI sensors are then transformed into real coordi-
nates of the industrial environment through perspective transforma-
tion. The real coordinates of each detected object are sent to a central
application server via a communication interface. A Kalman filter
algorithm is used on the central server to process the multi-channel
sensor coverage (same objects are detected simultaneously by sev-
eral sensors). In case of a short-term non-detection of objects (e.g.
completely obscured object), the Kalman filter can be used to derive
a continuity of the trajectories by motion predictions based on data
histories. To support ORTLS planning and verify system functionality,
a procedure for an automated analysis of the uncertainties is also
available [11]. Through the edge computing approach and the usage
of multiple AI sensors, a reasonable level of functionality can be
maintained even in the event of a failure of individual sensors. The
edge principle also enables an efficient scale up of the system and is
favourable from data privacy point of view: image data is processed
directly on the AI sensors and does not have to be sent or stored cen-
trally. Only anonymous coordinates of a specific object class are sent
for further processing and use of the position information.
4. Technical analysis of UWB RTLS and optical RTLS

4.1. Qualitative comparison of tag based and optical RTLS

Both tag based and optical RTLS can be used for gathering real-
time position information of objects but the technological principles
are very different. Those inherent specific characteristics lead to dif-
ferent potential benefits but also challenges for manufacturing appli-
cations. Table 1 gives a descriptive overview along different criteria
(in extension of e.g. [3]). In summary, optical RTLS obviously do not
need separate tags which inherently leads to potential benefits in
terms of robustness (e.g. electromagnetic/communication disturban-
ces or human errors), completeness of coverage and hardware efforts.
On the other side, ORTLS need a line of sight, necessary training of
objects to be detected and have potential limitations when it comes
to small and similar looking objects. Data privacy is a potential con-
cern for all RTLS, e.g. when it comes to detecting humans. Tag based
tions of tag based and AI enabled optical real-time location systems
ogy (2022), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2022.04.023
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Table 1
RTLS characteristics in context of manufacturing applications.

Tag based RTLS (UWB) Optical RTLS

1. Hardware (also
related to costs)

array of anchors and individual tags
(with power supply) for each
object

array of optical AI-Sensors, potential
use of existing cameras, no tags

2. Identif. (ID) of spe-
cific objects

clear identification of specific/indi-
vidual objects with distinct tag ID

object classes detected, potential
limitations for individual objects

3. Object size no restrictions as long as tag can be
attached

potential limitations for small
objects

4. Positioning
accuracy

high accuracies subject to system
setup, see Section 4.2

very high accuracies subject to sys-
tem setup, see sect. 4.2

5. Comprehen-sive-
ness of detection

tag necessarily needed, risk of miss-
ing or damaged tags

Inherently full coverage of objects in
detection zone once trained

6. Robustness potentially prone to technical distur-
bances and human errors (tags)

line of sight crucial, less prone to dis-
turbances and human errors

7. Additional
sensoring

tags with further sensor capability
(e.g. temperature)

no further sensoring, multi-use of
data possible

8. Data privacy full and distinct traceability of
objects, humans etc.

anonymized detection, opt. sensor
sensitive topic

Fig. 3. Results of stationary experiments with different RTLS.
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RTLS allows a full traceability of individuals via attached tags (as also
used in sports) but can be removed. ORTLS just detects anonymous
persons (whereas technically more is possible) but optical sensors
might be perceived critically. Many of those more qualitative charac-
teristics are inherently given by the functional principle. Specific
technical aspects related to RTLS functionality (e.g. positioning accu-
racy) need additional investigation which will be described in the fol-
lowing section.

4.2. Experimental analyses

Provision of position data for different factory objects is a main
function of RTLS. Thus, positioning accuracy is an important perfor-
mance criterion. As indicated before, cross-technology RTLS perfor-
mance measurements are rarely available for manufacturing settings
and not at all for this innovative type of ORTLS. Thus, this paper pro-
vides a systematic experimental comparison of a commercial tag
based RTLS (UWB technology with 6 respectively 4 anchors) and the
new ORTLS (with detection of humans in this case, 4 sensors). One
important aspect is that RTLS performance might be depending on
the system type, case specific implementation and existing boundary
conditions. To ensure comparability, a systematic experimental pro-
cedure was defined and both RTLS were set up and analysed in the
same, clearly defined and controllable manufacturing related envi-
ronment with limited disturbances. To enable validation, the envi-
ronment was measured and a physical grid (with 32 1.0 £ 1.0 m
zones) was defined. Therewith, comparable circumstances are
ensured. The impact of different influencing factors was investigated
through systematic, stepwise variation (e.g. system setups, coverage
line of sight).

4.2.1. Stationary positioning tests
The first series of experiments focused on reproducibility of posi-

tioning information in a stationary setting, meaning the object under
investigation did not move. Fig. 3(a) illustrates the representative
results obtained from a series of measurements. The center of each
grid zone was always the real physical position of the object and was
determined through measurements prior to the start of experimenta-
tion (black point, average deviation � red point). Based on that, sev-
eral experiments were carried out with both RTLS types and also
different system configurations (CFG) in order to identify influencing
factors. Fig. 3(b) gives an overview of the results in terms of devia-
tions from the actual position (in m). Three configurations (CFG) of
tag based RTLS are included with different anchor communication
scheme (CFG1: 6 wired anchors, CFG2: wireless) and reduced number
of anchors (CFG3: 4 anchors). To underline the variability of data but
also the technical feasibility for an ideal setup, values for all zones
but also for the 10 best zones (individual selection per RTLS type) are
shown. Several relevant insights can be taken away from here. The
average deviation for the tag based RTLS is around 0.28�0.38 m
(with higher values for CFG2 and CFG3) over the whole grid but actu-
ally just 0.13�0.17 m for the best 10 zones which are typically in the
center of the considered area (as also visible in Fig. 3). Thus, accept-
able accuracies are possible but depending on the specific RTLS setup
Please cite this article as: S. Thiede et al., Potentials and technical implica
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with good coverage of the area of interest. ORTLS related experiments
lead to an average accuracy of 0.14 m for the whole grid and 0.05 m
for the best zones. Additionally, significantly less variation can be
observed. However, a spatial influence is given as well with best
results in the center area of the (triangular) cone of sight of the opti-
cal sensors. Altogether, when it comes to accuracy ORTLS can be seen
as feasible and potentially even more accurate alternative to tag
based RTLS. However, the type of object under investigation needs to
be trained for proper detection and inherently a sufficient line of
sight is necessary. For tag based RTLS the influence of limited line of
sight was investigated through covering the tag with different mate-
rials. It turns of that cardboard and plastic have limited influence but
metal coverage lead to factor 2�3 worse accuracy due to changing
signal properties. This gives important hints for operational scenarios
and feasible areas for attaching tags on objects.
4.2.2. Dynamic positioning tests
For many manufacturing use cases, stationary accuracy is not suf-

ficient while motion plays an important role. This influence was also
analysed for both types of RTLS. Fig. 4(a) shows exemplary results
and occurring deviations around the real pathway. Experiments for
varying motion speed (0.3�1.5 m/s) along a defined straight path
were conducted, Fig. 4(b) shows the respective results based on CFG1
(identified as best in stationary setting). The experiments took place
in the best covered area so resulting values need to be compared to
the previously introduced best zones results. Interestingly, while the
variation of values got larger, accuracy is in average still in the same
order of magnitude for both RTLS types (with ORTLS still being 50%
more accurate). The variation of speed has also no significant influ-
ence here. Altogether, motion has clearly an impact on the robustness
of results which actually may cause challenges in sensitive use cases.
But in average both RTLS still show a good performance.
5. Implications for use case definition

The technical analysis underlined the different profiles of UWB
RTLS and ORTLS - both technologies are in general capable to be used
in manufacturing. But as already introduced in Section 1, feasibility
and favourability depends on requirements and boundary conditions
of the specific use case. Cost-utility analysis is a possibility to come to
tions of tag based and AI enabled optical real-time location systems
ogy (2022), https://doi.org/10.1016/j.cirp.2022.04.023
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Fig. 4. Results of dynamic experiments with different RTLS.

Fig. 6. Exemplary safety related use case with ORTLS implementation.
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a meaningful technology decision. Fig. 5 shows a simplified example
for selected RTLS use cases. The requirements are summarized based
on criteria from Table 1 and are being exemplary weighted (could be
supported with e.g. pairwise comparison) depending on relevance
for each use case. Requirement fulfilment is assessed through experts
and reflects the experimental analysis. The resulting weighted sum
gives an indication of the favourability of either tag based or optical
RTLS. Obviously both weighting and technology assessment need to
be case specific but this more generalized overview gives already
some indications. ORTLS can be an interesting alternative when it
comes to the accurate, robust and complete detection of defined
types of objects (e.g. all humans in an area) in cost sensitive settings.
Tag based RTLS are preferable in cases of necessary distinct identifica-
tion and tracing of individual objects (of different types/sizes) or even
direct interaction (e.g. in case of navigation). Also combinations of
both technologies are possible.
Fig. 5. Cost-utility analysis for RTLS selection in exemplary use cases.
To explain the case specific reasoning for selecting appropriate
RTLS, Fig. 6 shows an exemplary use case. It deals with the pre-
vention of accidents with material handling equipment (here fork-
lift trucks) and persons in production environments. This is
actually still a major challenge for safety in factories with over
36.000 notifiable accidents per year just in Germany [12]. As
already indicated in Fig. 5, comprehensiveness (all relevant objects
need to be detected but not all might have a tag) and robustness
(large factory settings with many potential disturbances), good
accuracy also in dynamic situations (moving objects) and a cost
efficient setup (no direct payback/monetary added value) are cru-
cial criteria. Given that, ORTLS is a feasible option here and was
actually implemented in this case. As shown in Fig. 6, persons and
forklift trucks are detected by a network of optical sensors and
upcoming critical situations are estimated. The forklift truck driver
is informed in real-time through a warning signal and/or poten-
tially the vehicle can be automatically slowed down.
Please cite this article as: S. Thiede et al., Potentials and technical implica
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6. Summary and outlook

The paper introduces an innovative RTLS which utilises optical AI
sensors to detect and track objects in factories. Detailed technical
analyses underline the general feasibility and good performance as
well as differing characteristics compared to established tag based
UWB systems. The capability profiles of different RTLS technologies
were brought together with the requirements of specific manufactur-
ing use cases in order to derive favourable application fields. For
ensuring proper validation as well as generalisability and compara-
bility between different RTLS, a controllable manufacturing environ-
ment was defined for the experiments. Further work will focus on
transferring those results to larger scale factory cases with more dis-
turbances. Additionally, ORTLS performance, robustness and func-
tionalities also in light of other potential use cases will be improved.
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